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Make Way – A World Inside (lyrics) 

 

Verse 1 

 

 We know Brethren the thing is still goin’ on 

 Respectfully within we know iron and iron here’s a song 

 Somebody had to be the “Oh my God that’s you” 

 Turnin’ up the Cultural delete the racists long gone 

 

 We know we make it look good it was really 

 Like the They Lived movie hatin’ us for profit 

 Let the Elders hash it out who care enough 

 Instead of emotional possessions takin’ sides into snares stop it! 

 

 Division is division spent years tryin’ ta make peace 

 And that’s the real life that we’re livin’ 

 The people not the lie and God’s takin’ it back 

 Every stage as it relates to us with unity the vision 

 

 1,000 a minute we’re chargin’ the Rap game for air time every dime 

 Peace with yours Peace with mine and meanwhile 

 “Time to clear this up”  until we’re there “Feelin’ it right”?  
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Chorus: 

 Make Way, startin’ today, Let’s Pray, Every day (2 times) 

 

Verse 2 

 Yesterday we helped another Artist make a million 

 Still chillin’ people’s music n not the villain 

 Won’t stop until we take the music back 

 Battle of the 4’s Spirit takes all so stop the killin’ 

 

 There’s trade offs with everything the melody will never stop 

 Dub Hip Hop Righteous Bold as A lion 

 Never sleep on Reggie  highest can never be touched 

 Fight the enemy with equality now that’s flyin’ 

 

 9 M.C.’s couldn’t stop the family affair 

All is fair love is love warfare 

Let my pen say what he likes well enough to set me free 

Give Him a shoe not a sue ovah there 

 

Reaping gratitude lyrical relates 

How we talk in a song Jazz Rap Classic attitudes 

Considering geography and Man’s plight we’re doin’ well 

Death to drama here’s to life feelin’ Brand new 
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Chorus: 

 Make Way, startin’ today, Let’s Pray, Every day (2 times) 

 

 

(Thanks to all the senses of humor and lights in the storm) 

 

 

 

  

  

  


